
82_SIDEBOARDS

QUADRA characteristics
structure
consists of 1.8cm thick engineered wood panels cut to 45° joined seamlessly.
matt lacquered: synthetic veneer on both sides.
wood: synthetic veneer inside, wood veneer with matched grain outside.
brushed high gloss: synthetic veneer in brushed high gloss outside, matt lacquered inside (the base is always
matt lacquered on both sides).
backs: made of 0.4cm thick engineered wood panels coated with a synthetic veneer on the inside and a dark
grey finish on the outside.
internal shelves: made of 0.8cm thick non-tempered clear glass.

anti tilt
flat type and equipped with an anti-
jamming system, it is inserted behind
the back, with a height adjustment slot
covered by a cap in the same finish as
lacquered structures, borgogna and
canaletto or lavagna lacquered for
rovere grigio structures. It is used in
floor-mounted furniture or items with
a base.
It is equipped with an adjustable
spacer that keeps the furniture a
maximum of 1.8cm from the wall.

hanging brackets
flat and equipped with a safety
system adjustable in height and
depth; they are applied on the inside
of the side or partition and hidden by
a cover in the same color as the
structure for lacquered finishes,
borgogna and canaletto or lavagna
lacquered for rovere grigio structures.
They are used in wall mounted
modules.

hinged doors
opening by means of a hinge,
equipped with a cover and with
straight hinge support, adjustable in
height, depth and width, with soft
closing included in the price.

flap door
opening by means of a hinge
adjustable in height, depth and width.
The downward opening has a metal
wire with soft opening and closing as
a standard.

drawer interior
drawer frame made of 1.4 cm Th
engineered wood panels with
synthetic veneer. The bottom of the
drawer is made of 0.5 cm Th mdf
panels lacquered or with synthetic
veneer. Silent system invisible glides
with partial extension for D 35
modules and total extension for D 45
and D 55 modules.

feet
hidden, recessed inside the base,
they lift the module 1,35 cm and
allow for an adjustment of +1 cm in
height.

metal brackets
modules wider than 100 cm with
continuous front are equipped with C
shaped metal support thus obtaining
an entirely usable drawer
compartment; in case of flap or
hinged doors they are equipped with
one glass shelf.
The C shaped brackets are lacquered
in the same color as the structure in
case of lacquered finish, borgogna
and canaletto or lavagna for rovere
grigio.

mounting
It is recommended that the sideboard be fixed to the wall. The
frame of this item is shipped assembled in one package; the
front flaps are packaged separately.
Assembly should be carried out by a qualified expert.
Full responsibility lies with the customer, who should consider the
structural characteristics of wall and/or ceiling and use the most
suitable mounting and fixing materials.
It is therefore possible that in some situations the hardware supplied
might be inappropriate.


